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ABSTRACT

Towing tank tests in calm water were performed on a trimaran planing hull to verify its navigational properties with 
different displacements and centres of gravity, as well as to assess the effects of air jets and bilge keels on the hull’s 
planing capabilities, and to increase the longitudinal stability of the hull. Hydrostatic roll tests, zero speed tests, 
and sea trials in the presence of regular waves were conducted to investigate the hull’s seakeeping ability. The test 
results indicate that the influence of the location of the centre of gravity on the hull resistance is similar to that of a 
normal trimaran planing hull; namely, moving the centre of gravity backward will reduce the resistance but lower 
the stability. Bilge keels improve the longitudinal stability but slightly affect the resistance, and the presence of air jets 
in the hull’s channels decreases the trim angle and increases heaving but has little effect on the resistance. Frequent 
small-angle rolling occurs in waves. The heaving and pitching motions peak at the encounter frequency of , and the 
peaks increase with velocity and move towards greater encounter frequencies. When the encounter frequency exceeds, 
the hull motion decreases, which leads to changes in the navigation speed and frequency.
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INTRODUCTION

Trimaran planing hulls exhibit excellent navigational 
performance. These hulls are composed of a main hull and 
two auxiliary appendages. A trimaran planing hull combines  
the advantages of a normal planing hull, a high-speed multihull 
vessel, and a ship that uses a gas layer to reduce the resistance. 
It has good hydrodynamic and aerodynamic performance 
characteristics and will plane at normal speeds. Due to their 
high speed and good adaption to different sea states, trimaran 
planing hulls have both military and civil applications.

The effects of different positions of the centre of gravity, 
steps, air injection quantities, and attempts to control the 
resistance of planing crafts have been studied extensively 
[1-4]. The resistance characteristics of a planing hull with 
and without spray strips under various displacements and 
centres of gravity have been investigated, and model tests have 
been used to explore the influence of steps on the navigation 
performance and resistance of trimaran planing hulls. The 
results of these studies provide guidance for designing hulls 
which will reveal the assumed features. Numerous model tests 
of planing vessels have been carried out in waves, including 
tests of prismatic planing hulls in regular and irregular waves 
[5-6]. In addition, experiments have been conducted on the 
longitudinal movement of high-speed planing crafts [7] and 
deep-V planing hulls [8] in the presence of regular waves.

To reduce the resistance of trimaran planing hulls, the 
present study examines selected additions to the model vessel. 
Two rows of air holes along the top of the channels on the back 
of the planing hulls were designed to investigate the influence 
of air jets on the fluid performance inside the channels, and  
a bilge keel was set above the bevel line of the main hull. 
Because of the complexity of the seakeeping performance of 
trimaran planing hulls, several model tests were performed in 
this study, including roll decay tests in calm water, zero speed 
tests, and sea trials in the presence of regular waves.

RESISTANCE TESTS OF THE TRIMARAN 
PLANING HULL

Test model

The ship model is made of fibre-reinforced plastic (FRP) 
and is shown in Fig. 1. The principal dimensions are shown 
in Tab. 1.

The main purposes of the tests were: (1) to verify navigation 
properties and resistance characteristics of the designed 
trimaran planing hull with different displacements and centres 
of gravity, (2) to assess the effect of the air jets in the channels 
and the bilge keels on the hull’s planing capabilities, and (3) 
to explore measures of increasing the longitudinal stability.
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Horizontal bilge keels and air jets are commonly installed 
inside the channels to reduce the resistance of a planing boat. 
Trapezoidal bilge keels arranged in the bilge area are actually 
spray deflectors that limit the main splash from the hull. They 
are located 3 cm above the main hull bevel along the hull and 
have an upper width of 3 mm, a base width of 7 mm, and  
a height of 8 mm (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Front view of the ship model

Tab. 1 Main hull parameters of the high-speed trimaran planing hull

Fig. 2. Bilge channel

Air jet devices are the inverted trapezoidal structures that 
are located inside the both channels of the planing craft. They 
have a top width of  22 mm, a base width of  10 mm, and a height 
of  9 mm. On the two bevels of the trapezoid, 2 mm-diameter 
holes are set every 3 cm, from which air ejects, as forced by 
an air pump installed in the hull (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Air jet devices

The details of the test schemes are shown in Tab. 2.
Tab. 2 Test schemes of the ship model

Analysis of test results

The changes of resistance, heaving, and trim angle vs. the 
volume Froude number (      ) are shown in Figs. 4-6, for 
different test conditions listed in Table 2.

Fig. 4. Resistance changes vs.            for different test conditions
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Fig. 5. Heaving changes vs.            for different test conditions

Fig. 6.  Trim angle changes vs.           for different test conditions

(1) Influence of the centre of gravity on the ship’s resistance.
For the same displacement, the maximum velocity increases 

with the increasing  distance between the centre of gravity and 
the stern transom plate, and the maximum value of   before 
the appearance of porpoising is 7.

The resistance curve for the trimaran planing hull has two 
peaks. The first peak appears at             <2.5 and can be decreased 
or eliminated by moving the centre of gravity forward, thus 
reducing the consumption of engine power for acceleration. 
For          >2.5, moving the centre of gravity forward will increase 
the resistance. Moving the centre of gravity backward at low 
speeds will increase the trim angle so much that the resistance 
(mainly pressure drag) will increase significantly and form an 
obvious drag crest. In contrast, at high speeds, moving the 
centre of gravity backward reduces the wetted length, which 
decreases the frictional drag related to the wet area as a result 
of the higher planing efficiency.

Fig. 5 shows that as the distance between the centre of gravity 
and the stern transom plate increases, the heaving decreases. 
This is because moving the centre of gravity backward reduces 
the wetted length, which aggravates the heaving.

Fig. 6 shows that like the resistance, the changes in the trim 
angle with the location of the centre of gravity can be divided 
into two phases. The trim angle reaches a peak at          <2.5, and 
the peak decreases as the centre of gravity moves backward. 

At       <2.5, the trim angle does not change significantly, 
but the change increases when the centre of gravity moves 
backward. 

Influence of bilge keels and air jets

In addition to the above presented tests, in this part of the 
study selected devices were used to reduce the drag of the 
trimaran planing craft. The results of schemes 5 and 6 were 
compared with each other to study the effect of bilge keels, 
whereas the comparison of schemes 4 and 5 aimed at assessing 
the effect of air jets in the channels.

The test results indicate that after installing the bilge keels 
the ship’s drag decreases by approximately 1% in the high-
speed stage (11-13 m/s). At moderate speeds, the ship’s drag 
increases by approximately 1%, but the longitudinal stability 
improves. In addition, with bilge keels, the trim angle decreases 
at moderate to high speeds, and the impact increases as the 
velocity increases to the high-speed stage. This may be the 
result of a bow trim moment,  generated when the spray in 
the channels is separated by the bilge keels. In addition, the 
heaving increases slightly with bilge keels. 

If optimally arranged inside the channels, air jet devices 
should contribute to the formation of an air-water mixture 
in the channels, which then would decrease the frictional 
resistance. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show tests with and without air 
jets, respectively. The test results of schemes 4 and 5 show 
that the desired effect is not achieved. With the air jets, the 
resistance decreases by approximately 1% without an effect 
on the longitudinal stability, and porpoising occurs under 
both conditions at the same velocity. The air cushion formed 
by air jetting increases the heaving slightly. The trim moment 
decreases because the air jet holes are located near the stern.  

Fig. 7. High-speed navigation at 13 m/s with air jets

Fig. 8. High-speed navigation at 13 m/s without air jets

TESTS IN REGULAR WAVES

The tests in regular waves included roll decay tests, beam 
wave tests at zero speed, and head wave tests. The tests were 
conducted with a wave height of ζ=50 mm, wavelengths of  
λ=2 m ÷ 12 m, speeds of V=2.3 m/s and 5.7 m/s, and the volume 
Froude numbers of         =1.21 and 3.0.
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Results and analysis of roll decay tests

Trimaran planing hulls are still in the research and 
development phase, and it is still difficult to determine their 
rolling characteristics using theoretical methods. Thus, we 
made use of free decay rolling experiments to study the rolling 
motion. In those experiments the hull was set freely rolling in 
calm water. The three initial heeling angles were all greater than 
10°, and the decay curves were recorded (Fig. 9). The natural 
rolling period   can be acquired from the decay curves and 
was calculated as equal to 1.1 s. The results show that the roll 
decay of the trimaran planing hull in calm water is very rapid.

Fig. 9. Roll decay curves

Extinction curves can be obtained from the decay curve 
data when the rolling angle is smaller than 10° (Fig. 10). The 
abscissa in each graph is ∆φ = φk - φk+1, and the ordinate is 
φm = (φk+ φk+1) / 2. Extinction curves were fitted to obtain the 
extinction coefficient α, so the dimensionless decay coefficient 
μφφ and roll damping coefficient  Nφφ of the trimaran planing 
hull can be acquired.
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Fig. 10. Extinction curves

Results and analysis of head wave tests

The heaving and pitching response functions of trimaran 
planing vessels in waves are                  and                        , 
respectively, where ωe is the encounter frequency, ζa is the 
recorded wave amplitude, Za is the heaving amplitude, θa is 
the pitching amplitude, and k is the wave number.

Figures 11 and 12 show changes of dimensionless heaving 
and pitching with circular frequency. At the same speed, as the 
encounter frequency increases, the hull’s heaving and pitching 
first increase and then decrease. The heaving and pitching 
motions peak at ωe ≈ 7.0, and the peaks increase and move to 
higher encounter frequencies with increasing velocity, which 
means that the ship’s motion response worsens. At the same 
encounter frequency, higher velocities are associated with 
stronger motion responses, but the hull’s motion decreases at 
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encounter frequencies greater than 15. The main reason for this 
decrease is that the wave frequency at which the heaving and 
pitching resonances of the trimaran planing hull occur at high 
speed decreases, and the wave force increases. These motion 
response results are similar to those of high-speed vessels at 
high velocities. The testing process is shown in Figs. 13 and 14.

Fig. 11. Heave curve of the trimaran planing boat in waves

Fig. 12. Pitching curve of the trimaran planing boat in waves

Fig. 13. Seakeeping test for wavelength of 12 m at  speed of 2.3 m/s

Fig. 14. Seakeeping test for wavelength of 12 m at  speed of 5.72 m/s

CONCLUSIONS

    The resistance of the trimaran planing boat is greatly 
affected by the longitudinal position of its centre of gravity. 
When the centre of gravity moves backward, the resistance 
decreases, but the longitudinal stability also decreases.

    Installing bilge keels and air jet devices in the conducted 
tests had little effect on the resistance. Additional studies of the 
parameters of these devices and their effects on the resistance 
are needed. 

The motion responses of trimaran planing crafts in waves 
are somewhat similar to those of common high-speed vessels; 
in particular, there is an encounter frequency at which the 
amplitude of the hull’s motion is the largest. The higher the 
velocity, the greater the encounter frequency that corresponds 
to the maximum motion response.
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